




 
Introduction 
 The Wild Horse Anticline is located in the prolific Bighorn Basin of Wyoming 
about 5 miles northeast of the town of Basin.   This structure demonstrates excellent four-
way closure encompassing an area of more than 1900 acres.  Only four oil test wells have 
been drilled and these have been located far down dip on the flanks of the structure.  The 
untested area of closure above these wells is approximately 1140 acres. 
 The potential for high rates of production and large reserves is excellent.  
Torchlight Oil Field, 4 miles to the southwest, has produced 17 million barrels of oil.  A 
Madison Limestone well drilled there in 1968 penetrated a cavern and came in flowing 
4,400 BOPD.  This well produced 858,000 barrels of oil in the first 16 months of 
production ². 
 Four primary producing zones exist in the Wild Horse Anticlinal structure.  The 
Frontier Formation offers the possibility of sweet green oil and gas at shallow depths.  
Sandstone strata, including the Peay Sand member of this formation, have produced over 
one million barrels of oil at nearby Greybull Oil Field.  The Paleozoic Phosphoria 
Formation, Tensleep Sandstone and Madison Limestone are deeper targets that are 
reliable and prolific producers throughout the Bighorn Basin on similar structures. 
 
Geology 
   Data from satellite imagery, high-altitude color-infrared photography viewed in 
stereo, the Wild Horse Flats Quadrangle and field observations were used to compile the 
map of the surface geology.  Previously drilled wells in the area, although helpful in 
planning a wildcat test, are too sparsely spaced to allow meaningful sub-surface mapping. 

Detailed geologic mapping has revealed a primary and a secondary apex within 
the overall area of closure of the Wild Horse Anticline.  The surface geology is 
dominated by only one formation--the Cody Shale.  It was decided to map the Quaternary 
stream deposits since some of the stream segments are controlled by geologic structure.  
In this area, the Cody Shale contains several strata of varying competence.  This erosional 
contrast is expressed in the topography and aids in mapping the geology.  Several key 
beds were mapped but they follow the topographic contours so closely that it was decided 
not to place them on the topo-based map.   
 A technique referred to as form-line analysis was used to create a structural 
contouring of the surface structure.  The form-lines are controlled by strike, relative dip, 
key beds and outcrop pattern.  Although this is a qualitative analysis, it is an accurate 
representation of the shape of the surface structure.  It can be seen that the northeast limb 
of the anticline is considerably steeper than the southwest limb.  As a consequence of this 
asymmetry, the axial plane is inclined to the southwest.  Therefore, as the surface 
structure is projected to a subsurface formation, it must be migrated to the southwest 
proportionate to the depth of the projection. 
 A proposed test well location was staked in the field as shown in the following 
photograph.  It was selected to be near the primary surface apex but on the southwest side 
of the axis to compensate for migration of the apex at the Paleozoic oil zones.  An 
important additional consideration is the locally rough terrain which sets practical limits 
as to where a location can be built and a drilling rig transported.  An access road exists 
near the location which is not indicated on the 1960-vintage quadrangle map.  







 
Wildcat Test Well and Previously Drilled Wells  
 The well records for each well drilled in the mapped area were examined in detail.  
The elevation of the Phosphoria Formation top was calculated and placed on the map 
next to the well symbol.  One well, the Ward Alfred & Son, was not drilled deep enough 
to penetrate the Paleozoics.  The well data reinforce the form-line analysis when the 
analysis is migrated to the southwest a few hundred feet to compensate for the anticline’s 
asymmetry.  The Sierra Trading Corporation well is an exception.  This well calculates as 
being the second highest well in the mapped area despite its location being further down 
the flank of the anticline.  No explanation for this anomaly could be found. 

A formation thickness matrix was prepared and a weighted average thickness for 
each interval was determined.  Based on the these thicknesses, and the assumption that 
the wildcat well would top the Frontier Formation at approximately 120 feet drilling 
depth, the following depth projections are calculated for the wildcat test well: 
 
Formation  Depth  Elevation        Comments      
Cody Shale  Surface +4,420  May need to be placed behind  
       surface casing to prevent caving 
Frontier Fm.     120  +4,300  Moderate oil & gas potential 
Mowry Shale     637  +3783 
Thermopolis Shale  1080  +3340  Muddy sandstone member has minor  
       oil & gas potential 
Cloverly Fm.  1642  +2778  Minor oil & gas potential 
Morrison Fm.  1894  +2526  Minor oil potential 
Sundance Fm.  2204  +2216  Minor oil potential 
Gypsum Springs Fm. 2514  +1906   
Chugwater Group 2689  +1731   
Dinwoody Fm. 3399  +1021 
Phosphoria Fm. 3445  + 975  Excellent oil potential 
Tensleep Sandstone 3711  + 709  Excellent oil potential 
Amsden Fm.  3822  + 598 
Madison Limestone 3982  + 438     Excellent oil potential 
TD   4282  + 138  Evaluate upper 300 feet 
 
Economics 
 As with any wildcat prospect, economic expectations are speculative.  In the 
following calculation for potential oil in place, the area used is the closed area above the 
highest dry hole, the Cominco American #2.  This area is 1140 acres = the variable A.  
The reservoir parameters of thickness (h) and porosity (Φ) are taken from published data.  
Reservoir data from the Greybull Oil Field (five miles northwest) is used for the Frontier 
Formation and data from the Torchlight Oil Field (four miles to the southwest) is used for 
the Paleozoic formations.  The variable oil saturation (So) is not given and assumed to be 
greater than 50% in order to be productive.  Therefore, So = 50% is used throughout the 
calculations. 
 
 



 
 
Frontier Formation Potential 
    The reservoir parameters at Greybull Oil Field are for the Peay sandstone 
member of the Frontier Formation.  The pay thickness is given as 100-110 feet but the 
field-observed 35 feet is used here.  The average porosity is given as 30%.  The barrels of 
oil in place calculate: 
BO (in place) = VAhΦSo where V (volume constant) = 7,758 bbls/ac. Ft 
BO (in place) = (7,758)(1140 acres)(35 feet)(30%)(50%) = 46,431,630 BO  
 
Phosphoria Formation Potential 
 The reservoir parameters at Torchlight Oil Field are used for the Phosphoria 
Formation.  The pay thickness is given as 30 feet and the average porosity as 12%.  The 
barrels of oil in place calculate: 
BO (in place) = (7,758)(1140)(30)(12%)(50%) = 15,919,416 BO 
 
Tensleep Sandstone Potential 
 The reservoir parameters at Torchlight Oil Field are used for the Tensleep 
Sandstone.    The pay thickness is given as 35 feet and the average porosity as 14%.  The 
barrels of oil in place calculate: 
BO (in place) = (7758)(1140)(35)(14%)(50%) = 21,668,094 BO 
 
Madison Limestone Potential 
 The reservoir parameters at Torchlight Oil Field are used for the Madison 
Limestone.  The pay thickness is given as 70 feet and the average porosity is given as 
16%.  The barrels of oil in place calculate: 
BO (in place) = (7758)(1140)(70)(16%)(50%) = 49,527,072 BO 
 
Lease WYW173230 
 This lease is a 10-year term federal/BLM lease with an effective date of October 
1, 2006.  The lease includes 1,777 acres and covers the entire prospective area above the 
highest dry hole.  There are no restrictive stipulations and the only notices are those that 
“applies to all parcels”.  Of these, only the stipulation limiting development on slopes in 
excess of 25 percent would apply.  One producing well located anywhere on the lease 
from any zone will HBP the entire oil field. 
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